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ABSTRACT. Will wo rld wide sea level soon ri se rapidly because of a shrinkage of the 
West Antarctic ice sheet (WAIS)? H ere I give a personal perspective of that probability. 
The crucial question is not whether large changes in ice mass can occur, but how likely it is 
that a large, rapid change, say a several-fold increase in the 20th-century rate of abo ut 
2 mm a- I, will occur in the next century or two from a West Anta rctic cause. 

Twenty years ago Weertma n proposed that a m a rine ice sheet is inherentl y unsta bl e. 
But Weertman's a na lysis was based on a simple m odel of a marine ice sheet that did not 
include fas t-flowing, wet-based ice streams, whi ch a re now kn own to domin a te th e 
grounded ice sheet. Modern a nalyses do not definitively determine just how ice stream s 
affect the stability of the \ VAIS, but it can at leas t be a id that there is no compclling the
oreti ca l reason to expect a rapid rise in sea level from the WAIS triggered by ice-shelf 
thinning. 

Of the three m ain ice-drainage systems in the "VAIS, the one tha t fl ows into Pine Is
land Bay might be a particul a rl y likely site for accelera ted fl ow since there is no ice shelf to 
restrain the inflowing ice streams, yet measurements show that this system is not sig nifi
cantl y out of m ass balance. If the "Ross Embayment" system, which has undergone severa l 
sudden glacia l reorga ni zations in the las t thousand years, were unsta ble one might expect 
a history of la rge changes in the tota l outflow of ice into the Ross Ice Shelf, ye t the to ta l 
outflow in the "Ross Embay ment" has remained re la ti vely uncha nged despite the la rge 
internal perturba tions, a fact tha t points to a tabl e, not an unstabl e, system. Study o f the 
third major dra inage from the "VAIS, into the Ronne Ice Shelf, a lso suggests that the re is 
no gross discorda nce between the present velocit y vectors and fl ow tracers in the ice shelf, 
a lthough the evidence is limited. 

In the light of the evidence for recent stabili t y, it is di flI cult to see how climate wa rm i ng 
(whether anth ropogenic or na tura l) could tri gger a coll apse of the WAIS in the next cen
tury or two. Thus, I beli eve that a rapid ri se in sea leve l in the nex t century or two from a 
West Antarctic cause could only occur if a natu ra l (not induced ) collapse of the WAIS 
were imminent. Based on a concept of pseudo-ra ndom co ll apse once per major glacia l 
cycle, I estima te the chances of that ta be on the o rder of onc in a thousand. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Will world wide sea level soon ri se rapidly because of a 
shrinkage of the Antarctic ice sheet? That is a question of 
widespread interest and great societa l import; it is also a 
matter about which there is great uncerta inty. A reader of 
reports in the popular press a nd of some documents promot
ing pa rticul a r resea rch agendas might conclude that such 
a n event is likely and consequently that the coasta l a reas of 
the world a re in imminent da nger of inundati on. In the In
tergovernmenta l Panel on Climate Change Second Assess
ment Report, Warriek and others, (1996), a fter a brief but 
up-ta-date review, stated that "es timating the likelihood of 
a coll apse [of the West Antarctic ice sheet] during the next 
century is no t yet possible". \Vhil e I agree with that conclu
sion in a forma l sense, I nevertheless beli eve tha t the rele
vant information at hand po ints strongly towa rds the 
unlikelihood of a collapse event in the nex t century o r two. 
H ere I give a personal perspecti ve of present knowledge, 
a rriving at a n order-of-magnitude quantitative estimate of 
what I mean by "unlikelihood". 

"rapid" ri se in sea level to be a rate of a t least I m per century 
(10 mm a \ fi ve times the 20th-century ra te. (At the end of 
thi s paper I consider briefl y a rise of tw ice the present ra te.) 
A ra te of 10 mm a 1 corresponds to a n additional input to 

the ocean of 3000 km3 of water per year, about one a nd a 
ha lf times the tota l present-day outflow from the Antarctic 
ice shee t. 

For the sake of quantitative discussion, I will define a 

Glaciologists genera ll y agree tha t a marine ice shee t, 
one tha t rests on a bed well below sea level, is much m ore 
likely to undergo a rapid change tha n o ne lying on a higher 
bed . Although there a re secti ons of the East Anta rctic ice 
sheet that arc marine, I will focus on the "Vest Anta rctic ice 
sheet (\rVATS ) because it appears to be the most vulnerable, 
being open to the ocean on three sides, a nd because it com
prises the bulk of the marine ice. If the entire WAIS were 
di scha rged into the ocean, sea level wo uld ri se by 5 or 6 m. 

In fact, the \VAIS surely has no t been constant in size 
throughout the Pleistocene ice age . M a rine seismic studies 
show that it expanded across the conti nental shelf m any 
times (Alonso, and o thers, 1992), whereas the subglacia l oc
currence of algal remains suggests th a t a t other times the 
m a in WAIS inland ice was gone (Scherer, 1991). The crucia l 
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question in the present context, however, is not whether 
la rge changes in ice mass have occurred, but how rapidly 
they can occur and how likely is it that a large, rapid change 
will occur soon. 

Like other la rge ice sheets, the WAIS is not a single dy
namic entity; it compri ses three maj or and several minor 
drainage systems that have separate regimens and a re un
likely all to acceleratc at once. But to consider the worst-case 
scena ri o, ass ume that the whole \VAIS behaves as a unit. The 
WAIS produces about 320 km 3 a 1 (water equivalent ) of iee 
outflow (Bentley and Giovinetlo, 1991); thus, to achieve a sea
level-ri se rate of 10 mm a \ a tenfold increase in the contri
bution of the \VAIS would be needed. Approximately half of 
the WAIS is below sea level a nd consequently a lready dis
places ocean water. Consequently, there are two conceptual 
cnd-member models of how the ice would be removed. In 
onc, the fl ow is such as to remove a ll the ice above buoyancy 
and none below, res ulting in the end in an ice shelf that is just 
barely aflo at everywhere. In that ex treme, all the ice re
moved wo uld contribute to sea-level rise. In the other ex
treme, a ll the ice is removed ; only half then contributes to 
sea level. In any real case, the situa tion wou ld be intermedi
ate: some of the ice below sea level wo uld be removed along 
with that above. Thus the increase in outflow that would be 
required for a "rapid" rise in sea level (as defined above) 
becomes a factor of 10- 20. 

This would be a huge ch a nge: glaciers and ice streams 
that now typically flow at sp eed s of 0.5- 2 km a- I would have 
to accelerate to an average of 10 or 20 km a \ substantially 
faster than any present-day g lacier anywhere in the wo rld . 
An increase of this magnitude, whether internally gener
ated or in response to a elimatica lly produced alteration in 
the boundary conditions, could come abo ut only from a 
massive instability. What theore tical or observational evi
dence is there to suggest the existence of such a n instability? 

2. THEORETICAL STUDIES 

Twenty years ago the concept was developed that a marine 
ice sheet is inh erently unstable, because of a mism atch in 
ice-mass flu x at the junction, known as the grounding line, 
between the g rounded ice (ice resti ng on a solid bed ) and 
the adj acent floa ting ice shelves (Weertman, 1974). The mis
match wou ld result in a change in the thickness of the ice at 
the grounding line that would cause the grounding line 
either to advance or to retreat and, on a flat bed or one that 
beeomes deep er toward the center of the ice sheet (the case 
with the \tVAIS ), to continue adva ncing or retreating either 
to the edge of the continenta l shelf (unstabl e advance) or 
into the centra l interior until a ll the ice was afloat (unstable 
retreat). Whether this junction, the "grounding line", ad
vances or retreats depends in the theo ry upon the initial 
depth of water at the grounding li ne: when the height of sea 
level is less than a critica l value, a in glacial times, unstable 
advance resul ts, but a high sea level, as at present, leads to 
unstable retreat. The \VAIS owes its ex istence, in an exten
sion of that concept, to frictional drag from a combination of 
g rounded "pinning points" in the ice shelves and shear resis
tance a long the sides of their enelosing embaym ents. That 
drag creates a "back pressure" from the ice shelves, which 
restrains the outflow of the g ro unded inland ice (Thomas 
and Bentley, 1978; Thomas a nd others, 1979). If ocean ic 
warmlllg a nd circulation cha nges were to thin the ice 
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shelves rapidly, the \VAIS would collapse in as little as a cen
tury by a catastrophic g rounding-line retreat, causing sea 
I evel to rise at a mean rate of some 50 mm a- I. 

The idea of marine-ice-sheet instability, however, was 
based on a simplistic model ofa m a rine ice sheet in which a 
di scontinuity in physics at the grounding line, together with 
a required continuity in the ice thickness, led to the modeled 
instability. The reality of the WAIS is that its activity is 
dominated by fast-flowing, wet-based ice streams whose 
cha racteristics blend graduall y into those of the ice shelves 
a nd whose response times to changes a t the grounding line 
appear to be very rapid (Alley and VVhillans, 1991). 

Just what the dynamic consequences of the ice streams 
are for the stability of the \ VAIS is much in dispute. On the 
one ha nd, the inherent ability of ice streams to transport ice 
rapidly from the interior to the ocean indicates, in the view 
of some glaciologists, a n enhanced capability for a dras
ti ca ll y accelerated output flu x. A contrary view is that the 
rapid response time of ice streams removes the flux imba l
a nce at the grounding line that was the basis of the instabil
it y model and that the purported g rounding-line instability 
very wel l may not exist. 

Recent work is equivoca l. The best model study to date is 
that by TvlacAyeal (1992) of the possible behavior of the 
\ VAIS over the last million years, because it incorporates 
ice streams and their slippery beds into the numerica l model 
(a lthough not in an entirely rea li stic way). That study leads 
to the conelusion that the WAIS might indeed have di sap
p eared completely at times in the past; the maximum rate 
o f collapse in his model yielded a contribution to sea-level 
ri se about equal to the present-day rate. A particul a rly 
important aspect of M acAyeal's model resu lts is that the col
lapses occur at times irreg ul a rl y spaced relative to the ice
age cyele, not preferentiall y during interglacial period s, 
because of the long time constant of the subglacial system. 
His modeling yielded three coll apses in 106 years; if each 
las ted a few thousand years (e.g. a 6 m rise in sea level at 
2.5 mm a- I) a coll apse would have been in progress on the 
order of I % of the time. However, when a collapse is not 
a l ready in progress, as at present, the chance that one will 
be initiated within the next century, say, is about 3 x 100 a/ 
106 a, i.e. only about 0.03% . 

MacAyeal's (1992) model a lso produced iceberg pulses, 
with flu xes of 1000- 3000 kl11 3 a 1 (3- 10111111 a 1 sea-level 
rise ) las ting a few decades, about ten times during the mil
lion-yea r model run. These too occurred pseudo-randoml y, 
so the chance of being within a century of such a pulse 
would be about 0.1 % . 

These quantitative results a re, of course, not precise, and 
should not be taken literally, as som e approximations in 
M acAyeal's model remain crude, particula rly those relating 
to the bed and to hori zontal advection, which is not consid
ered, thus precluding thermodyna mic feedback with the 
fl ow from upstream (MacAyea l, 1992). I cite them only to 
show that even in a m odel that produces collapses, collapses 
are inherently infrequent, are no t synchronized with the 
climate cycle owing to the long response time of the ice 
sheet, and do not necessarily produce a drastic change in 
the rate of sea-level rise. But it is likely that these general 
cha racteri stics of collapses will carry over to other, future 
m odels, because or the importance of basal processes, a nd 
hence long and probably non-linea r response times, to ice
sheet dynamics. 

Recent theoretical treatments tend to support the idea of 
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stability rather than instability of a marine ice sheet. In 
these analyses the ice shelves turn out to be unimportant to 
the maintenance of the inland ice. One o[ the reasons [or 
thi is the removal from the models o[ an unnecessary con
straint that the ice thickness must be continuous across the 
grounding line (Hindmarsh, 1993), with the consequence 
that even total removal of the ice shelves might not result 
in a large increase in the outflow (personal communication 
from R. C. A. Hindmarsh, 1997). Furthermore, several 
stud ies indicate that the transition zone between the 
grounded and floating ice does not play an important role; 
in particular, that it does not act as a source of instability 
(Van der Veen, 1985; Herterich, 1987; Huybrechts, 1990; 
Barcillon and MacAyeal, 1993; Hindmarsh, 1993, 1996; 
Lestringant, 1994a, b; personal communication from P. 
Huybrechts, 1997). One study indicated that tripling the 
present-day melt rate beneath the West Antarctic ice shelves 
would lead to a rise in sea level of only 0.3 m in 500 years 
(Huybrechts and Oerlemans, 1990). 

A recent development that does suggest a dramatic in
stabi lity is the evidence for sudden, massive outpourings of 
icebergs from the Laurentide (Canadian) ice sheet during 
the last ice age ("Heinrich events"; Broecker, 1994). 
MacAyeal (1993) modeled these events by a thermally acti
vated growth- collapse cycle of ice in the Hudson Bay drain
age system; in his recent work he finds a maximum rate of 
mass Oux during a collapse on the order of 3000 km 3 a I 

(personal communication from D. R. MacAyeal, 1997). 
That, coincidentally, is just the amount needed for a "rapid" 
rise in sea level (by my definition ). Furthermore, the Hud
son Bay drainage system is comparable in area to the drain
age system of the "Ross Embayment" (the portion of the 
WAIS that discharges into the Ross Ice Shelf); if the Ross 
Ice Shelf did not exist (MacAyeal still believes that ice 
shelves are importal1l and essential ), the WAIS ice stream 
would be in exactly the configuration used for the Hudson 
Strait modeling (personal communication from D. R. 
MacAyeal, 1997). But MacAyeal's theory depends upon 
transformation of the bed of a potential ice stream from 
frozen to melting. This process is not applicable to the West 
Antarctic ice streams since they are already melting at their 
beds and consequently should be in the "purge" state, yet 
nine out of ten ex hibit a positive or near-zero mass balance 
(flux in, by snow accumulation, minus flux out, by ice flow ) 
(Bentley and Giovinetto, 1991; Lucchitta and others, 1995). It 
is questionable whether a large increase in the speed of ice
stream movement could be induced (Radok and others, 
1987). Of course, MacAyeal's (1993) model for the Heinrich 
events may not be conceptually correct (for example, Hulbe 
has developed a model of ice shelves, in which debris-rich 
basal ice is protected by the accretion of saline marine ice, 
that could yield Heinrich layers without any glacial surges 
(Hulbe, 1997); if a different mechanism obtained, perhaps it 
would also apply to the WAIS. Nevertheless, no model of the 
Heinrich events that would also imply WAIS instability has 
been put forward to date. The theoretical basis for claims of 
instability remains weak. 

3. FIELD OBSERVATIONS 

Thus the modeling results yield no compelling evidence for 
"rapid" sea-leve l rise from the "VAIS. Is that also the case for 
the glaciological field evidence? Consider first the drainage 
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system that Oows into Pine Island Bay on the Amundsen 
Sea. This might be a particularly likely site for accelerated 
fl ow since there are indications that an ice shelf filling the 
bay may have disappeared in recent geologic time (Kellogg 
and Kellogg, 1986), thus reducing the restraint on the i nflow
ing ice streams (Pine Island and Thwaites Glaciers ). But 
measuremel1lS indicate a mass balance o[ this system that is 
not significantly different from zero (Bentley and Giovinet
to, 1991; Lucchitta and others, 1995). Measurements of flow 
rates on the Ooating parts of these two ice streams, as meas
ured by satellite-i mage techniques, do indicate increases 
over the last decade or two (Ferrigno and others, 1993; Luc
chitta and others, 1995), but the reality of these increases is 
uncertain (personal commun ication from B. K. Lucchitta, 
1997). Furthermore, velocity increases on the Thwaites 
Glacier tongue, at least, are most likely due to the dramatic 
shortening of the tongue over recent decades (Ferrigno and 
others, 1993). So far on ly one set of velocity measurements 
has been made on the grounded ice of these glaciers. 

Additional evidence on the insensitivity of glacier input 
flux to ice-shelf back-pressure comes from outside the vVAIS. 
The small Wordie Ice Shelfin the Antarctic Peninsula (Fig. I) 
has virtually disappeared over the last decade (Doake and 
Vaughan, 1991), yet recent measurements reveal no speed-up 
in the flow rates of the glaciers flowing into it (Vaughan, 
1993). Also, a small field experiment on the Ekstrbm Ice 
Shelf (Fig. I) conducted in 1993- 94 showed that the trans
ition zone between grounded and Ooating ice is very narrow 
(its width is on ly a few times the ice thickness), which sug
gests that the Oow regi mes in the two region are essentiall y 
independent of each other (r-.layer and Huybrechts, 1994; 
personal commun ication from P. Huybrechts, 1997). 

In the "Ross Embayment", field evidence (distribution 
and depths of buried crevasses) reveals that sudden reorga
nizations of the ice streams have occurred in the last 1000 
years. Ice Stream C abruptly stagnated (Retzlaff and Bent
ley, 1993), one of the boundaries of neighboring Ice Stream B 
underwent a sudden lateral jump of 10 km or so (Bent ley 
and others, in press ), and part of Ice Stream A became 
quiescent (personal communication from S. Shabtaie, 
1997). In addition, parts of the system are grossly out of 
balance today: Ice Stream B is hyperactive (strongly nega
tive mass balance ), Ice Stream C is stagnant (strongly posi
tive mass balance) and Crary Ice Rise (an island of 
grounded ice in the Ross Ice Shelf near the mouth of Ice 
Stream B) is growing and changing the regional velocity 
fi eld (MacAyeal and others, 1987; Bindschadler, 1993). 

If the "Ross Embayment" systen1 were unstable, one 
might expect these major dislocations to have caused some 
large changes in the outflow of ice into the Ross Ice Shelf. 
Observations of the Ross Ice Shelf itself can be used to test 
this possibility for the last 1500 years, because tracers of past 
Oow preserved in the shelf can be compared with the pres
ent-day flow of the ice (Bentley and others, 1979; Neal, 1979; 
Bentley, 1981; Jezek, 1984). Large surges of the inland ice 
would be recorded as distortions of the flow tracers. Indeed, 
one strikillg deformation of the Oow tracers has been found 
(Fig. 2); analysis indicates that perhaps 800 years ago there 
was a large pulse of ice from the vicinity of lee Streams A 
and B, perhaps due to differential variations in ice-stream 
discharge or perhaps due to the incorporation of a large ice 
"raft" (Casassa and others, 1991 ), but it a lso shows that the 
Oow after that pulse reverted to what it was beforehand. 
There is no sign of a major change in o utflow at the time of 
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Fig.i. Map cif the inland ( grounded) ice sheet qf Antarctica, showing su'ljace elevations ( black contour lines; heights in km), mountainous 
regions (dark gray) and sections cif the ice sheet where the bed is above (medium gray) and below ( light gray) sea level. The heavy black 
lines divide the principal drainage systems. The grounding lines qf the Ross and Filchner- Ronne Ice Shelves are designated by the black 
dotted lines. 

the reorganizations ofIce Streams Band C, about a century 
and a half ago. 

Taken as a whole, the WAIS "Ross Embayment" system is 
nearly in mass balance (Bentley and Giovinetto, 1991). 
Furthermore, the proportion of ice flowing into the Ross 
Ice Shelf from East and West Antarctica, respectively, has 
remained approximately constant over the full 1500 years. 
This is shown by the concordance between flowlin es and 
flow tracers all the way across the grid eastern part of the 
ice shelf, where the flow is from East Antarctica (Fig. 3). 
This concordance implies that the total outflow in the "Ross 
Embayment" has remained relatively unchanged despite 
the large internal perturbations, since a large change in that 
outflow at some time within the last 1500 years would have 
caused a corresponding distortion in the flowlines from East 
Antarctica, the total outflow from which presumably has 
been fairly steady over time. Nearly constant total flow from 
the WAIS at times oflarge internal disturbances points to a 
stable, not a n unstable, system. 

Glaciological studies of several types have all indicated 
that there has been no drastic change over the last 
30000 years in the height or flow of the ice sheet at Byrd Sta-

~ tion, which lies in the West Antarctic interior within the 
"Ross Embayment" (Whillans, 1976, 1983; Raynaud and 
Whillans, 1982). Field measurements on the surface indicate 
that the ice there and elsewhere in the interior "Ross Embay
ment" is now thinning slowly (by a few to about 10 cm a \ 
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perhaps partly in response to climatic warming about 
10 000 years ago at the end of the last ice age (Whillans, 
1983; Hamilton and Whillans, 1997). White and Steig (1997) 
interprel diverging trends in oxygen isotope ratios in ice
core records from Byrd Station and Taylor Dome (in the 
Transantarctic Mou ntains near McMurdo Sound ) as indi
cating a drop in surface elevation at Byrd Station of about 
400 m over the last 6000 years (';::;j7 cm a- I). This concept is 
in accord with glacial geologic studies by G. H. Denton and 
his group, mostly in the region around McMurdo Sound, 
which indicate that the grounding line in the "Ross Embay
ment" retreated slowly to its present position over the last 
7000 years or so (Hall and Denton, 1996). 

Interestingly, the first results from radar altimetry using 
the European remote-sensing satellites ERS-l and ERS-2 
suggest that the ice surface in central West Antarctica has 
been slowly rising (at a few cm a- I) over the mid-1990s 
(Wingham and others, 1997). Elsewhere in West Antarctica 
north of 81.5 ° S (the limit of coverage of the ERS satellites) 
the surface height has not changed observably,' i.e. by more 
than a few cm a- I. There is no suggestion in the radar alti
metry of a large imbalance of either sign anywhere in this 
region, which includes the drainage basins of the Ronne 
Ice Shelf and Thwaites and Pine Island Glaciers. 

Study of the third major drainage from the WAIS, into 
the Ronne Ice Shelf, also suggests that there is no gross dis
cordance between the present velocity vectors and flow tra-
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Fig. 2. Sketch map of features identified on advanced very 
high-resolution radiometer image1)! in the central Ross Ice 
Shelf ( the grid coordinates are the same as in Figure 3). The 
hatc/zed area bounded by curvilinearflow stripes is inte1jJreted 
to be caused either by an ice raft or by a la1ge differential var
iation in the ou!Jlow of Ice Streams A and B some 800 years 
ago. From Casassa alld others (199I). 

ce rs in the ice shelf, although the evidence is limited (per
sonal communication from C. S. M. Doa ke, 1997). 

4. THE FUTURE 

In the light of the e\·idence fo r recent stability, it is difficult 
to see how clim a te warming (wh ether anthropogenic or nat
ura l) could trigger a collapse of the WArS in the next cen
tury or two. Ice sheets take thousands of years to respond to 
changes in surface temperature, because it takes that long 
for the tempera ture changes to penetrate close to the bed, 
a nd onl y there could increas ing temperatures a ffec t the fl ow 
rates (Whill a ns, 1977). Ocea nic wa rming could cause thin
ning of the ice sheh-es, but recent g loba l-circul ati on-model 
studi es have suggested that oceanic warming in the far 
Southern O cean from, say, an enha nced greenho use effect 
wo uld be delayed by centuri es compared to the res t of the 
world, because of the large-sca le sinking of surface waters 
around Anta rctica (l\lanabe a nd o thers, 1991). Furthermore, 
for reasons a lready cited, it is d o ubtful that ice-shelf thin
ning wo uld have a ny drastic effect on the inland ice. 

The onl y cl im atic change tha t is likely to have an im
mediate effect on the Anta rcti c ice sheet is the inc rease in 
prec ipitati on tha t probabl y will accompany wa rmer air 
temperatures. Increased precipita tion will increase the mas 
input onto the ice sheet witho ut causing any ba lancing 
increase in outflow for centuries. In the short term , the ice 
sheet probably will grow slowly (rela tive to its current state 
of mass ba lance) (FOl· tuin and O erIemans, 1992). 

There rema ins the poss ibility tha t the WAIS will shrink 
rapidly in the nex t century or two, owing to its own na tural 
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vari ability. Based on the studies by M acAyea l cited above, 
a nd on the more genera l idea of an unsynchroni zed coll apse 
occurring about once every glacial cycle, r estima te the 
cha nce of that to be on the order of one in a thousand. Ob
vio usly, this is not a number to be taken literally; neverthe
less, I belie\'e it puts the threat of rapid sea-level rise from a 
WAIS collapse in a reali stic perspective. 

Bindschadler (1997) a rgues tha t ne ither climate cha nge 
nor the response of a n ice sheet there to is truly random; the 
problem is that models of ice-sheet dynamics arc still woe
full y inadequate. Tha t is true, but it does not prov ide a ny 
help in estimating the likelihood of collapse. My point 
(Bentley, 1997) is th a t a major catas trophe would have to be
fa ll the WArS to cause a "rapid" rise in sea level and that 
there is no theoretical or observationa l reason to susp ect 
tha t such a catastrophe is imminent, if, indeed, one can 
occur a t all. I use a pseudo-random m odel based on the 
wo rk of MacAyeal (1992) to obtain a rough estimate of the 
probabi lity of a collapse event, because there is nothing bet
ter to use; improve meI1ls in the phys ics of the ice-dynamic 
m od els a re, a prio ri , just as likely to yield a lesser likelihood 
of coll apse as a g reatc-r one. Bindschadler (1997) further 
po ints to major changes in the WArS th a t have occurred in 
the past, including the last 11 000 yea rs, as part of the world
wide retreat from the L ate Glacia l M ax imum. But the evi
dence he himself cites indicates that a 10- 20 m contribution 
to sea level was spread out over mos t of that time, so tha t the 
corresponding mean ra te of sea-I e\'el ri se was onl y 2 m m a - \ 
even in that maj or evenl. That ha rdl y points to a much 
la rge r rate of coll apse in the nea r future. 

Fina ll y, it is perhap, worth noting that (other things 
be i ng equal) the more rapid and a brupt, and rherefore 
sho rter-l as ting, a hypothetica l rise in sea level (supposed to 
occ ur at some time in a g lacia l cycle ) is ta ken to be, the less 
like ly it is to be initi a ted within a pa rti c u la r short period of 
time, such as the nex t century. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

I n the la t thousand years, the tota l o utflow in the "Ross Em
bay ment" has remained relativel y uncha nged des pite la rge 
inLerna l perturba tions. That is the m a rk of a stable, not a n 
unstabl e, system. 

There is no ev idence to suggest, o r theo retical reason to 
suppose, that other dra inage systems within the WArS be
have in a fund amenta ll y different way, 

Consequently, the li kelihood of a " ,-a pid" rise in sea level 
in the nex t two centuri es as a result o f a nthropogenically 
caused climate ehange acting on the "Ve t Antarctic ice sheet 
is va nishingly small. Th e likeli hood of a naturall y caused 
"rapid" rise is on the order of one in a thousand , 

Th ese conclusions a re weakened o n ly slightl y if "rapid" 
is redefined as twice ra ther than fi ve times the present ra te, 
because even to produce that le se r flu x the WArS wo uld 
have to accelerate its outllow by a faetor of four o r fi ve, 
which would still require strongly unstabl e behavior, 
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